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The nucleon spin structure functions 91(:[;; Q2) and 92(:[;; Q2) have in recent tiIlles received rnuch the-
oretical and experimental attention. Experiments at CERN [1-"1] and SLAC [."i-7] have measured g, and 
g2 using deep inelastic scattering (DIS) of longitudinally polarized leptons on polarized nuclear targets. 
These studies have largely concentrated on gi, gt , and gj\ which are dominant when the target is polar-
ized along the beam direction. Their results hCl:ve established that the quark component of the nucleon 
helicity is much smaller than the predictions of the naive quark-parton model lSI. In addition, the Bjorken 
Sum rule [9L a fundamental QC'I) prediction for the difFerence of the first moments of gf and gr'~ has been 
confirmed within the uncertainties of the experiment and theory [:1,5,7]. 
The present \vork is devoted to g~(;r,Q2) and gd(;1:;Q2) "\vhich are dominant \vhen longitudinally po-
larized leptons scatter froIll transversely polarized nucleons. The 92 spin structure function probes both 
transverse and lon~itudinal parton polarir,ation distributions inside the nucleon. Properties ofg2 have been 
established using I-he operator product expansion (OPE) within QeD [10,111, and lhe inlerprl'lalion 01' g, 
in the light-cone parton model is also on firm grounds p2 14]. Three components contribute to g2: a lead-
ing bvist-2 part; gJFH
T
(;1:; Q2L coming from the same set of operators that contribute to g1, another twist-2 
part coming from the quark transverse polarization distribution hT(X, 12'), and a twist-:1 part coming from 
qIJark-gllJon intera.ctions ~(J;, Q'), 
(1) 
The Bjorken scaling variable is denoted by .r, 12' is the four-momentum transfer squared, and III and "II 
are quark and nucleon masses. 'I'he gJFTF expression of \Vand7.ura-\Vilc7.ek [-j,j] 
VFW(.,. (.,) = _ ( . (.,) + )".' g, (y, 12') d g., x. , g, x, t Y. 
~ .1' Y 
(2) 
can be derived from the OPE [10,11] sum rules for g, and g, at fixed 12' 
[' J;"g,(;e.Q')dJ; = 
.Iu n = 0,2,4 .... 
i l . n - 2-, -[ n .r q.,(:r,Q )d.r = ---(d" - an), 0'- 2n+l 71=2.4 .... (3) 
by keeping an (twist-X) and neglecting the d" (twist-:1) matrix elements of the renormalized operators. The 
quantity hT(J: 1 Q'2) appearing in Eq. (1) contributes to leading order in quark-quark scattering (e.g., po-
larized Drell-Yan processes), but is suppressed by m/l'VI [B,H,Hi] in DIS. This component should not be 
confused with the tvvist-:3 quark rnass tenn that appears in the OPE; nor with the related average transverse 
spin [1(i,17] gr = g, + g, that measures the spin distribution normal to the virtual photon momentum. 
The OPE anal.ysis docs not .vield a surn rule for the Iirst IllOInent of 92 (-n = 0). However; Burkhardt 
and Cottingham [IS] have derived the sum rule ~; g,(x)dx = 0 in the 12' -c, 00 limit from virtual Compton 
scattering dispersion relations. Due to the uncel'tainty in the very small ;1: behavior of g2, it may not be 
possible to experimentally test this sum rule [lIU!)]. 
The spin asymmetries .4l~.42 for virtual Compton scattering are directly related to the spin structure 
functions. From the virtual photon transverse cross section (JT and the transverse-longitudinal interference 
cross section (JTL one can form the transverse asymmetry 
TL '/)[ ( ... ) ( ... )] 
" . (. ') _ ~ _ ((, V g, .r, (d-) + .'I, .r, (d-) 
.12.1·,(d - (J1' - F,(x,q') (4) 
\vhere v = ;',: -;./ is the energy transfer, f.; and f.)' are the incident beam and scattered lepton ener~ies~ and 
F, (x, 12') is one of the spin-averaged DIS structure functions. The SMC has measured A~ ["1] (See Fig. 1) 
at four values of x in the range O.OO(j <:: x <:: Il.(i and 1 < 12' < :10 (GeV/c)'. These results do not violate 
lhe posili vily condilion 1/1,(;1'. Q') I <:: J R(a;, (d'), where R(a;, (d') = (JL / aT is the ratio 01' lhe longitudinal 
to transverse virtual photon absorption cross sections. 
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In thit:; papt'r1 we report on rneat:;urernents of the proton and deuteron as,yrnrnetriet:; Ai and .. 13 and 
the transverse structure functions f/5 and g~ from SLAC experiment ~:·14;3. Results for .rJ~j and fd from 
this experiIlwnt at:; well as ddails on the experiIlwnt and data analysis have been previousl,Y reported 
[6,7]. Longitudinally polari7,ed electrons ,vith energy 29.-] GeV ,vere scattered from polarir,ed protons and 
deuterons into two independent spectrometers at an!';les of ,1.5' and 7'. The beam polarization, typically 
Pb = 0.85 ± 0.021 wat:; Ilwasured with a 110lkr polariIlldeL The target cells were lilkd vvith granukt:; 
of either 1,5NH3 or 1,5'\])31 and ,,,,ere polari7,ed using the technique of dynamic nuclear polarization. The 
targdt:; could be polarized 10ngitudinall,Y or trant:;versel,v relative to the beaIll b,Y physicall,v rotating the 
polarizing magnet. Target polarization I'" measll red by a calibrated N V111, averaged arollnd 0.G5 ± 0.017 
for protons and 0.25 ± (1.011 for deuterons. 
The experiIlwntal aSYIllIlwtries for trant:;verse (Al..) and longitudinal ( .. 111) target polarizations were 
determined from 
(5) 
where N Land N R. are the number of scattered electrons per incident electron for negative and positive 
bearn helicit,Y, \vhere cOITectiOIlt:; have been Illade for charge-sYIllIlwtric backgrounds and deadtirne; f is 
the dilution factor representing the fraction of measured events ori!';inatin!'; from polarizable protons or 
deuterOIlt:; within the target; C\ and C'2 correct for the polarized nitrogen nuclei and for ret:;idual polarized 
protons in the ND:3 target; and AHC are the radiative corrections 1 -which include internal [20] and external 
[21] contributions. These x-dependent radiative corrections typically shifted ii, by +(1.(11. The correspond-
ing shift in 9'2 vvas +0.:30 at low :r, decreasing rapidly to +0,002 at high :1:, The t:;,Yt:;teIllatic errors for the 
radiative corrections to ii"- were typically as large as the corrections themselves and were dominated by 
the uncertainly in lhe modd lor yAle. Q'). 
Hoth A2 and.rJ2 can be expressed in terms of the experimental asymmetries as: 
(0) 
where., = 2M,,).j([I, e is the scattering angle, y = U; - /-;')/ F, d = [(I - f)(2 - !I)]/[y(1 + dl.(lr, (I'))], 
and C' = 1+2[1+'I-']tan'(e/2). For F,(.r,(I') = F,(.r,(I')(1+'(')/[2x(1+R(.r,(I'))] we used the NyrC 
[22] !its to F'2 data and the SLAC lit [23] to R; which wat:; extrapolated to unrneat:;ured regions for :1: < 0,08. 
All results were calculated using 2S x bins for ,L,O and 20 x bins for 7°. For tables and plots, every four 
bins were cOIllbined by error weighted averaging. 
Results for A2 for the proton and deuteron are shmvn in Ji'ig. 1. and Tables -]-4. The error bars are 
statistical only. The systematic errors, dominated by radiative correction uncertainties, are indicated by 
bands, For a given :1: 1 the Q'2 probed by the tvvo spedroIlleters dilfert:; b,Y nearly a factor of two. The 
data a!';ree within errors despite the differences in 12' of the measurements. Also in Fi!';. 1 are the proton 
reslllts from SrvIC [4], and the IT! [23] positivity limits for each data set. The data are milch closer to 
zero than the positivity limit, however, ii~ is consistently> O. Since ii, is expected to be zero at high 
Q' (becallse /I. - 0), these data indicate that .4, mllst have (2' dependence. A comparison of the data 
with the h,ypothesis /b = 0 yields X2 = 7:3 for the proton and X2 = 44 for the deuteron for 48 degrees of 
freedom (dof). 
Measurements of y, for the proton and deuteron are shown in Tables 1-,1 and Fig. 2 shows x«,. The 
9~ ret:;ults arc per nucleon, The systeIllatic errors arc indicated b,Y bands. Also dlOwn is the 9~V'F curve 
evaluated using ~:.q. (2) at ;',: = 29 GeV and fj = 4.5°. The same curve for fj = 7° is nearly indistinguishable. 
The vailles for qlHV were determined from q,(:r,Q') evaillated from a fit to world data of .4, [24] and 
assuming negli!';ible higher-twist contributions. Also shown are the bag model predictions of Stratmann [25] 
and Song and YrcCarlhy [17], which include bolh lwisl-2 and Iwi,t-3 conlributions lor Q' = 5 (GeV /c)'- At 
hi!';h x the results for g~ indicate a negative trend consistent with the expectations for gt,~ A comparison 
of the proton data with the hypothesis g, = 0 yields a X' of .';2 for ,IS dof while a comparison with the 
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h.vpothesis 9'2 = 9iF1Y .yields a X'2 01' 4:3. The corresponding conlidence levels 1'or agreeHlent vvith the 
hypotheses are :12'1(, and 67'1(" respectively. The deuteron results are less conclusive because of the larger 
errors. TheX2 tests 1'or 92 = 0 and 92 = 9~YlF .vield siInilarx2 values 01' around 45 1'or 48 doL 
By extracting the quantity g,(x, 12') = g, (x, 12') - g~V W (.,,12'), we can look for possible quark mass 
and higher tvvist effects. If the terrn in Eq. (1) which depends on quark Inasses can be neglected then 
.9,Cr, (2') is entirely twist-3. Ollr resllits can be seen in Tables 1-4, and from the difference between the 
data and the solid line in Fig. 2. \Vithin the experirnental uncertaint.y the data arc consistent vvith 9'2 
being 7,ero but also \vith g2 being of the same order of magnitlJde as g~vn': 
TTsing our results for the longitudinal spin structure fun~tions gi and gt, we have computed the first few 
motllPnts of the OPE slJm rules, and solved for the hvist-;) matrix elements dn- These moments are defined 
to be rln) = ~; .,n g I (x )eI., and r~n) = ~; .,ng, (x )eI.,. For the measured region (UJ:j < x < O.S, we evaluated 
g, and cOlTec\ed the (wis t- 2 part of g, to Jixed Q' = 5 (GeV / c) 2 assuming g, / F, is independenl of Q' [241, 
and hCl,-ve averaged the t"vo spectrometer results to evaluate the moments. Possible Q2 dependence ofg2 has 
been neglected. IVe neglect the contribution from the region 0 <: ., < (UJ:j because of the .," suppression 
factor. li'or 0.8 <;1: .::; 1~ "ve asslJme that both gl and g2 behave as Cl-;r? since at high ;r, g2::::::: -gl, and "ve 
fit the data for x > 0.56. The uncertainty in the extrapolated contribution is taken to be the same as the 
contribution itselL The results arc shown in Table 5a. \Ve lind that the dn results arc sOInewhat sensitive 
to using the diiferent asslJmption that Al and A2 are independent of Q2. Ho"ve'ler~ \ve belie"ve that the A2 
assumption is not valid given our nonzero results presented here. For comparison, in Table ,)b we quote 
theoretical predictions [17;25-27J 1'or di and d3. For d3 the proton and neutron results were averaged and 
a deuteron D-state correction was applied. Our extracted values for eI" are consistent with zero, but the 
errors arc large. \Ve note that the results for d~ and d~ dilfer in sign frOHl the theoretical QCD SUIn rule 
calculations [2G~27l. The bag model predictions ["17~25L ho\vever~ are of the same sign as the data. \Ve 
have also evaluated (he inlegrals J~.oeg!J(J,)d,c = -o,on ± 0.028 and J~mgi(J,)d,c = -0,03:3 ± 0.082 using 
the same high-;r extrapolation as disclJssed abuve. These reslJlts are also consistent "\vith zero. 
In summary, we have measured the proton and deuteron spin structure function g, and virtual photon-
nucleon as.YInHletr.y /b as a 1'unction of :1: at two dilferent Q'2. \'Tc~ lind that /b is signiIicantly srnaller than 
the /Ii limit. We also find that ii, > 0 for the proton. Within errors g, is consistent with the twist-2 
g~vn" calclJlation~ and is also in agreement "\vith some theoretical predictions ["17~25l. ' l"'he component g2 
is consistent with ze'ro~ but also with 9'2 being 01' the sarne order of Inagnitude as 9~'VH·. Tvvist-:3 Inatrix 
elements dn have been evaluated from the motllPnts of gl and g2. \Vithin errors the reslJlts are consistent 
with zero. Ylore precise data on g2 are needed in order to make any conclusions regarding possible twist';l 
and quark-Inass-dependent contributions. 
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Table I: IlcslJ Its fm A" g, and g, fm the proton III eas lJ red III the 4.5 0 spectrometer at the 
indicated average values of :r and Q2 The highes l :r bin shown is III the resonance region 
defined by missing mass lY' < cj GeV', 
-
< 12' 4P r x interval < ,1: > > r ~" :2 g, g, 
(GeV/c)' ±stat ±syst ±stat ±syst ±stat ±syst 
.029 - .047 .0:38 1.49 .016 ± .018 ± .006 .492 ± .981 ± .287 .219 ± .982 ± .294 
.(H7 - .075 .060 2.01 .02cj ± .OH ± .005 /HJ:j ± 3H ± .12S .20g ± 37'; ± .B6 
.075 - .120 .095 2.60 .004 ± .015 ± .005 -.2:34 ± .203 ± .07:3 -.30:3 ± .204 ± .081 
.120 - .19:3 .152 :3.21 .020 ± .021 ± .008 -.1:35 ± .125 ± .048 -.1:35 ± .126 ± .054 
.19:3 - .:310 .242 3.77 .090 ± .0:32 ± .011 - .046 ± .079 ± .025 .025 ± .080 ± .0:31 
.:310 - .498 .379 4.21 .B4 ± .060 ± .013 -.0.51 ± .048 ± .009 .0.52 ± .050 ± .014 
/1gS - .7!)g .595 /1.5.) .Oc1c1 ± .1.):1 ± .021 - .0:17 ± .020 ± .O(J:j - .005 ± .022 ± .005 
Table 2: Results lor /1" g, and 9'2 for the proton lncasurcd in the 7.0° spcctroIllctcr at lhl' 
indicated average values of x and 0' .~ . 
-
x interval < .1: > < 12' > 4P ~" '2 P g, P g, 
(GeV/c)' ±stat ±syst ±stat ±syst ±stat ±syst 
.07.) - .120 .100 :1.76 .025 ± .025 ± .007 .060 ± .:167 ± .097 -.002 ± .:16S ± .l!H 
.120 - .19:1 .1.),1 'l.g7 .(HS ± .019 ± .007 .172 ± .Hl ± .on .197 ± .H2 ± .05,1 
.193 - .310 .24:3 6.:36 .049 ± .022 ± .007 - .064 ± .070 ± .020 .010 ± .071 ± .028 
.:310- .498 .:382 'I.n) .075 ± .035 ± .008 - .0:39 ± .0:34 ± .006 .04:3 ± .0:35 ± .011 
.498 - .799 .585 8.85 .102 ± .08:3 ± .013 -.022 ± .011 ± .001 -.000 ± .012 ± .003 
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Table 3: Itesults for A" g, and g, for the deuteron III eas lJ red in the 4.,jO spectrometer at the 
indicated average values of :r and Q2 The highes l :r bin shown is III the resonance region 
defined by missing mass lY' < cj GeV', 
-Ad d x interval < ,1: > < 12' > - , g, g'J 
(GeV/c)' ±stat ±syst ±stat ±syst ±stat ±syst 
.029 - .047 .0:38 1.49 .070 ± .045 ± .008 :3.428 ± 2.158 ± .376 :3.278 ± 2.1.58 ± .378 
.(H7 - .075 .060 2.01 - .02', ± .02S ± .006 -.fi.)S ± .70S ± .15:1 -.7'lcj ± .70S ± .156 
.075 - .120 .095 2.60 .007 ± .032 ± .010 .009 ± .391 ± .117 -.050 ± .391 ± .118 
.120 - .19:3 .152 :3.21 .004 ± .045 ± .015 -.117 ± .244 ± .079 -.102 ± .244 ± .080 
.19:3 - .:310 .242 3.77 .079 ± .072 ± .019 .127 ± .1.54 ± .040 .134 ± .1.55 ± .042 
.:310 - .498 .379 4.22 -.077 ± .145 ± .017 -.128 ± .094 ± .010 -.094 ± .095 ± .012 
JigS - .7!)'l HH /1.5.) .:lclcj ± .:1<)0 ± .(Wj .0:17 ± .O:l'l ± .O(U .(UO ± .(HO ± .()(H 
Table 4: Result, for /1" g, and 92 for lhe deu tcron Illcasurcd in lhl' 7.00 spcctrornctcr at 
the indicated average values of x and Q'. 
-
x interval < .1: > < 12' > Ad - , gd , gg 
(GeV/c)' ±stat ±syst ±stat ±syst ±stat ±syst 
.07.) - .120 .100 :1.76 .02.) ± .(H6 ± .010 .H;7 ± .fm ± .126 .O!H ± .fm ± .12S 
.120 - .19:1 .1.)CI ct.'l7 - .007 ± .(U6 ± .011 -.107 ± .2M; ± .on - .O'l2 ± .2M; ± .OH 
.193 - .310 .242 6.:36 - .042 ± .04:3 ± .015 -.1:34 ± .117 ± .0:38 -.114 ± .117 ± .040 
.:310- .498 .:382 'I.n) - .002 ± .07:3 ± .014 - .042 ± .056 ± .010 -.007 ± .057 ± .011 
.498 - .799 .584 8.84 .217 ± .18:3 ± .028 .000 ± .018 ± .002 .008 ± .019 ± .002 
8 
Table 00: Results for the moments rill) and I,(n) I t I 2 p'la lJa ,P( 
at Q' = 5 (GeV/c)2 and lhe extracted Iwisl-:3 rnatl'ix 
elements d" for proton (p) and deuteron (d) tar!,;ets. The 
errors include statistical (which dominate) and systematic 
contributions. 
11 rln) I X 103 ('I n) , xI0 3 rip X 10:] 
P 2 12.1 ± 1.0 -Ii.:) ± 1.S 5.'1 ± 5.0 
4 3.2 ± 0.4 -2.3 ± 0.6 0.7 ±1.7 
6 1.2 ± 0.2 -1.0 ± 0.3 0.1 ± 0.8 
d 2 4.0 ± 0.8 -1.4 ± :3.0 :3.9 ± 9.2 
4 0.8 ± 0.:3 0.0 ± 1.0 1.7 ± 2.6 
Ii 0.2 ± 0.2 11.1 ± 0 .. ) 0.1i ± 1.1 
Table 5b: Theoretical predictions for the twist-:l Inatrix 
element d~ for proton and d~ for deuteron. 
Bag models QeD sum rules 
Ilef. [17] Itef. [251 Ilef. [26] Itef. [27] 
12' (GeV Ie)' .] !) 1 1 
d l' 2 X 10" 17.6 6.0 -6 ±:3 -:3 ± 3 
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